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OTTON is the only important cul-
tivated honey plant in the -great
Southwest. It produces abundant
yields and in Texas about one.-
fifth of the entire honey crop is
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entirely, but is resumed again ent Langstroth dimensions. It is truly ideal.
iosphere cools During these It is compact and easy to handle. It lends

re is perceptive a strong odor itself to easy manipulation and increase in size
similar to that of the sap of and depth by adding supers. All of the ob-

Then some of the leaves are jections offered by Dr. Phillips could be re-
and. This odor passes off in moved by eliminating as far as possible the
vaporation of the thin nectar top bar of the frames. This is what makes the
:nsequently the unripe honey 'queen excluder.' When she feels this foreign

ored but all this is entirely substance she turns back. If a narrow metal
r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ usac she tnurns a un a - bac- k~ Ma- a :o

eld.

m other well known sources. It,
always finds a ready market, both in
nd as etracted honey.

to the very upper edge and the queen would

at once proceed upward to the super above.

Even if these top rows of cells were too shallow
for brood rearing, the bees would store honey
or pollen in them. The point is that being wax
all the way the queen 'would not be turned
back. If any change is needed at all the only

change should be in the width and material
of the top bar of the brood frames.''

There are so many spokesmen for the second
group that it is hard to choose. The editor
of THE BEEKEEPERS' ITEM can hardly restrain

himself from naming the many .advantages of
the diviihbl 'brood chamber; hive, while the
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though, and hear from only one.

Mr. Win. Zimmerman on the wire:

"Why not adopt a hive of the same outside

4t dimensions as the 10-frame Langstroth and
r have the supers and bodies all 7 1-2 inches

t deep with frames interchangeable throughout?

o Two of' these shallow bodies would provide

d the same cubic capacity as a Jumbo hive, or as

Prof. Scholl's three-part hiv'. The top bars

ofthe 'fames should be 7-8 inch wide and 5
-Y inch deep, and grooveless. These frames should
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have long top bars. This is my ideal hive and
I would call it the Universal Standard hive."'

I have already referred- to the third' group
as being of that, sturdy independent metal who
have always refused to let some one else do
their thinking for them and therefore never
fell into the' slough that Dr. Phillips refers to.
Morley Petit our good Canadian friend voiced.
the attitude of these when he penned the fol-
lowing sentence in a private letter to a mutual
friend: "The loss of brooding space (in a
standard Langstroth hive) is a heavy toll to
pay for a -blind following of teachers falsely

so-called, and one which we have never .ffol-
lowed and 'are greatly the gainers thereby."

So there you have the case. You readers
are the jury. What are we going, to do about
it? It appears- to me that after all we are

about where we started. We have a "stand-

ard" hive especially designed for the produe-
tion of comb honey and are using it to produce
extracted honey in, while many of u's are pain-

fb Is11 s ., f
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WALL PAPER, WINDOW GLASS ;

Harrison's Town and Country

Paint, Artists' Material

Let us figure on your needs of Bee Hive and

OtherPainting.

Prompt attention to out-of-town orders.

FRED HUMMERT

204-6-8 W. Commerce St

SanAntonio, - - - - - - - - Texas

FERD STAFF
ESTABLISHED 1890

San Antonio's Largest Seed, Feed and

Poultry Supply House
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Brooders and Hovers.

Write Us for Prices

Main Store, 321

SAN ANTONIO,

E. Commerce St.
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Attention: Texas Beekeepers

Do you know Carl F. Buck of Augusta, Kan-
sas, makes the very best' Weed Process
Comb Foundation in the country? And the
freight to his factory is less And his price
for working wax and selling foundation are

Very low? And he pays the best prices for
beeswax. Write him. His address is

CARL F. BUCK
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FRIDAY, 19.
in Swarming-

d-Geo. S. De-

I.-Laboratory Diaghosis of Bee
P. Sturtevant.

[.-Factors Influencing Nectar Se

F. Phillips.
-Locality--rGeo. S. Smith.

SATURDAY, 20.
I.-Treatment of Bee Diseases-

will be given next

This is a wonderful opportunity for commer-
d beekeepers of Texas to obtain the best,
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THIS ADVERTISEMENT APPEARS AGAIN
To get the best honey yields it is necessary to have good queens in your colonies

No matter how good your ability to care for the bees,'how well adapted your hives, nor
whether the honey flow may be abundant, the colonies will not give best results unless
they are in first-class condition and strong in number of bees. This will depend upon
the kind of a queen in the hive.

PELLETT' RACIAL Q EN-REARNG
BY FRANK C. PELLETT

This new work on queen rearing methods should be in the hands of every beekeeper
whether he owns a few or many colonies.

ll the leading practical queen rearing methods are discussed in a plain manner so
every reader can understand them. The book is worth many times its price.

YOU NEED ACOPY--ORDR I T TODAY
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tion to this publication.
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and I think one that will be very beneficial
to those beekeepers in attendance in that it
will give them a more definite idea as to the
nature of the diseases.

In my letter to Prof. Walton in which I
first took up the matter of the extension short
course with him, I -told him that there would
be 'a number of vacancies on the program, as
you will -see, and as we have indicated on the,
enclosed sheet. Presumably it will devolve
upon you to fill most of these gaps and the
only suggestion that I would make is that
in so far as possible the work which Mr. De-
muth and I will give will not be anticipated
by a discussion of the same subject earlier- in
the week. We should be very glad indeed to
have the subjects which we discuss, -discussed
from a local standpoint by some of the men

from the college or by some local beekeeper
directly in connection with our discussion. I
am hoping that even though Prof. Paddock
has left the State. that, some of the other men

from the college will be with us for this course
but this is a matter which lies between yoa
and Prof. Lanham and anything that you agree
upon will be entirely satisfactory.

In my letter to Prof. Waltoi I told him that
it was rather desirable, and J think I men-
tioned to you also, that we -have a room which
has seats with some kind of arms so as to facili-

tate the taking of notes. We feel it quite de-
sirable and almost necessary that those taking
the work for the week should aet as much as

9
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and rodents.
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N41XED FEEDS
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Horses, Mules and Dairy Cows.
Made by

EEMUeSE&COU
Wholesale Grain Dealers

San Antonio, Texas

CO-OPERATION
Means BUYING RIGHT and SELLING RIGHT.
We are* a co-operative association and sell the
best Bee Supplies obtainable at the right prices.
It will pay Western Beekeepers to send for illus-
trated Catalog.

COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS ASS'N.
DENVER, COLORADO.
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Send for 1919 Catalogue. We can
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our ef

she is now out of danger and will soon be on
her way to recovery. We regret her becoming
ill and more especially since we have always,
depended on her for her monthly honey crop
report. Few persons are so well situated
to get this data than she is as secretary of the
association. This will have to fall out this
month, however.

ACH IN DATE OF ISSUE.

Ever since ,we began publishing THE BEE-

KEEPERS ITEM in December 1916, we have aimed:
to get it into the mails toward the latter part:
of each month, so that we might include in
the number most of the happenings of that
month. During the last few months we have
had frequent requests to make a change and to
issue our publia'fion ahead of the month as
nearly all other monthlies are doing.

In this connection also, we might mention
that many of 'our readers are so accustomed
to get their other publications either before.
or near the beginning of the month that they
would write to inform us that they had not

before the usual date of issue of our publica-
tion. The more we considered the whole mat-
ter the greater seemed the advisability of
making the change.

We have been unavoidably delayed in getting
out the September number, on account of se-
rious illness in the editor's family, as 'well as
many delays occasioned by heavy rains, floods
and bad road conditions, so that it would ap-

any person giving information that will lead
to the arrest and prosecution of persons guilty
of honey adulteration of any kind in this State.

THE STATE FAIR EXHIBIT.

--.------.----

beeke will experi

JL

s to get out the next issue in due time
readers will from now on receive their
nder the new arrangement, near the
g of each month.

I

A FLAGRANT FRAUD.

Those, of our readers who are also readrTi
"Gleanings in Bee Culture," are referred
the editorial on page 562 of the September

imber. We feel grateful to the stalwart"

dress in future will be, Ames, Iowa.
Mr. Paddock ha been a leader in every

for betterment of beekeeping condition
Texas. His loss will be felt by every se
of the State., His organization of the
brood control work was taken as a model
favorably commented upon by students of
subject everywhere. The successful accoml
ment of our scheme for a number of Ex
mental apiaries -wes to him the happy
summation of our wishes,

We have all'been benefitted again and

ducers led ring so radcaocR is not one
work or boasted o

ever press-ag(

bee-

of Texas. Every one of us will
and will wish him success and

of his
a

E

in begin

I

n

The apiary exhibit at the State Fair this
year will be the largest ever held. A complete
line of bee supplies will be displayed by Mr.
Kenneth Hawkins of the G. B. Lewis Co. Mr.
H. B. Park our State apiarist will be in
charge of the College Station exhibit. Presi-
dent Louis H. Scholl. will be there helping
advertise "Lone Star Honey." Vice President
W. C. Collier is judge of the exhibits. Directo?
T. W. Burleson will have a complete exhibit
of the products of his apiary. The Manager
and Secretary will be on hand, and we hope
they will be as busy as your beesduring the'
entire Fair. The whole will be under the able
supervision of our staunch friend and fellow
member, T. P. Robinson.

Any beekeeper going to Dallas during the
next two weeks should visit this exhibit. It
will be like a miniature beekeepers' convention.
Every new and modern;.appliance inbee sup-*
plies will be on display. Bees and queens in

glass observation hives will be shown. A com,
plete display of every kind and type of Texas
raised honey will be entered for the liberal

prizes.
Come if you cai.

F. B. PADDOCK LEAVES TEXAS

"'T



his office here is in temporary charge of Mr."
H. J. Reinhard, Acting State Entomologist,
to whom inquiries concerning foul brood work
should be addressed. ]Vtr. Reinhard has been
in charge of the laboratory work in Mr. Pad-
dock's division since 1915 and is himself an
earnest and capable worker and fully informed
of the work of the office.

Wherever Mr. Paddock -goes we know that he

will carry the best wishes of Texas beekeepers
whose interest he served so well and faithfully.

We hope that this consciousness will in part
repay -him for the days and nights of work

and worry that he spentin waging our battles
for us. We hope that he will be as successful
in his new field and make as many friends as
-he did during his residence in Texas.

HOW WE GIVE SUPERS

Answering several questions on how supers
are given to the bees by us during the honey
flows we are showing herewith an illustration

to make this plainer. Most of our readers
know that we use shallow, or divisible brood

chamber hives, made uP of what are commonly
called Ideal shallow extracting supers. These

supers are 5 5-8 inches deep, standard ten
frame size otherwise, and contain ten shallow

Hffman self spacing, frames, 5 3-8- inches in

depth.
Two are ordinarily used for the brood

chamber but during the winter three are used,,
with- additional stores in the upper ones. This
third story is used for additional brood

rearing space in the spring. In the diagram
this combination is shown in No. 1, all three
full of combs of brood and honey, the latter
filling the major portion of the, lipper story.

THE BEEKE E PERS ITEM

the supers above. As the season progresses
the bees will place more honey than is used up
in brood rearing in the brood chamber and
thus bring about a crowded condition in it
again. Also some colonies have a greater
tendency to store in the brood chambers than
others. Then again the apiarist may fail to
provide sufficient super room above at times.
All these will bring, about what, is termed
"clogging" or "honey bound" brood chambers,
and this condition must be removed for best
results. We do this by giving' at this time, as
at any other when necessary, a super of ex-
tracted honey combs between the upper and
lower half of the brood chamber, and leaving
the .hive as in No. 7.

When supers must be given after quite a
number are already on the colony, it becomes
somewhat of a hefty problem. The old
method is to lift off all the supers, set on the
new one, and then replacing the others in the
order they were removed. But this takes
much time 'and very 'considerable lifting.

W Have devised a novel way in which this
is overcome. After too many supers are on a
colony to be lifted up so the -new one may
be slipped into place by a helper, we tilt them
over far enough to the rear so one end of-the

-super to be given may be inserted and shoved
into place about half way. While thi( is
being held firmly in this position the whole
stack of supers Iabove it is brought forward,
shoved to the front over about two-thirds of the
new super, then the whole is shoved back over
the colony and so on until all is in alignment.
This is much more easily done than in the old
way, saves time and does not disturb the bees

We grow flow
plants of the finest
strains for 'pot
Your name on a p
our Fall mailing 1

sa- descriptive atalog

Better
U- REXLess
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NEW 'BRAU
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honey and the bees crowding out the brood. flowand'twenty-four a
Frequently much honey comes in during early that there is not time ii
spring before regular supering time arrives, the finished supers It.

IV , I I .I . I9 Jth fnsh d u er. t

and thebrood chamber. consisting of the tw

hor LL
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o

the number of supers on most of the hives
run up to five, six or seven when additional
room is still required. The men working
together, one, inserting the new super while the
other does the "tilting stunt", and ' both
shoving the whole into place, makes possible
quick and 'prompt work in supering the hives.
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A member of the Association whom -we will
refer to as Richard Wroe, because that is not
his name, became suspicious, after he received
from, the' Association office his account of sales
on his honey, and wrote to the jobber to whoKI
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them from you.
bid before selling.
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DAY OLD CHIX IS VERY

t and chick requirements enables us to "Guarantee

ion is within. a radius of from forty-eight to seventy-

lopes" the yolk of the egg just before it breaks the

ast 48 hours and which accounts for the chix reaching

ility than when they started on their journey.

he had shipped it .to find if he was really re-
ceiving the amount his honey brought, less 5
per cent. He became greatly excited when lie
received a reply from the wholesaler stating
that they had paid considerably more for the
honey than his settlement. Instead of taking
his suspicions up with the officers of the As-
sociation he- wrote a third party, -also a member
who was selling his honey through the Asso-
ciation, expressing his doubts of the honesty
and good faith of the Association officers.

This, third party enclosed a copy of all Qf
the letters to the office of the Association and
wrote to the suspicious member as follows:

"In reply will say that I will make investi-
gation of same, without using your name. You
take it for granted that because the wholesale
house wrote you that a certain 5 cases of

ay

er account of sales) for
'I - W

Braunfels, Texas
that there is

Now you don't kn ther the

tin. I have the utmost confi<
tegrity of Mr. E. G. LeStou
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a
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THE

the member to whom Brother "Wroe'' refer-
red his suspicions. The letter follows:

The suspicions of your friend - "Richard
Wroe" are a sample of the unpleasant ex-
periences of anyone who -enjoys a position of
trust or responsibility. At the time the di-
rectors made our selling price on honey some
of them said it would be very hard for the
average farmer to understand that our selling
price was at one figure and that we were to
pay for the honey at another figure, whereas
as a matter of fact, the net amount in both
cases was practically the same.

We have little doubt that the shipment re-

ferred to by him, about which the wholesaler

wrote him, 'was the same shipment that he

made for our account. We made so many
shipments to each particular jobber that it
may be possible that the jobber has two ship-
ments confused. If he meant the particular
shipment, however, the point that I am going
to make in this letter would be the same.
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ing the price
thousand ship
tions to the -v
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etc.. amounted

or loss to 01
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following tal
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HOLD

St Stop

no Food-

ient continuesI

again, but the
while longer

doctors will not let her, for. a
at least.

We wish to take this opportunity,
to thank* all of our friends who haV

however,
e been so

kind as to frequently enquire about her health
and her condition since
have indeed been very

her operation.

numerous
These

and this is
certainly appreciated.

to

'ess for a while longer. Mrs.

Lome, after many week 's ab-

hospital, and she is improv.

,essarily quite slowly.

her former

ought to have a cc

and take good care of ti
that such a colony would

are and outdoor
as some delicious
our women folik
es of teir own
The chances are

bring results that
She would set a nice example for most men folks.

duties Women are known for their painstaking

of almost anything they attempt to do.

Your subscription of 50c a year will help to

make this a better bee' paper.

INEW :1919 SPRING AND SUMMER
FASHION CATALOGUE

illustrating Five Hundred and Fifty
Designs of Ladies', Misses' and Chil-
dren's Garments in Current Fashions, a
Concise and Comprehensive Article on
Dressmaking. Also Some Points for the
Needle (Illustrating 30 of the Various,
Simple Stitches.) All Valuable Hints to
the Home Dressmaker.

PRICE ONLY 10 CENTS
THE BEEKEEPERS ITEM NEW BRAUNFELS, TEXAS
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Household Fashion Department
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TEXAS HONEY PRODUCERS ASSN

Notes by E. G. LeStourgeon; Manager
P. 0. Box 1048, San Antonio, Texas

Do not fail to heat all extracted honey be-
fore packing for market. There has been a
great deal of loss this season because of failure
to observe this most fundamental packing rule.

Early order discounts on bee supplies are.
5 per -cent for orders placed with cash during
October. It is wise to anticipate your bee'
supply needs. You will then have the goods
when you need them and will save 5 per cent
in their 'purchase price.

Para-dichlorobenzene continues to give
good results. For putting away seed corn,
oror r keeping weevils out of the stored grain
or beans it is cheaper and better than "high
life." For storing combs nothing is better.
No. 5 pails $1.00.

Do not fail to make plans to be with us at
the short course for commercial beekeeping to
be heldI in San Antonio Dec. -15-20. This is
not a school for beginners. Itis intended to

of particular interest and benefit to the
extensive beekeeping specialist. .There. are
none of us who know it all. Everyone can
learn and thisis an opportunity that we'
should not fail to accept. Enroll right now.
Make up your mind to come no matter, what
happens.

Any member haying comb honey picked
should send in a list of his sizes at once. Orders
are coming in freely. We especially need comb
honey packed in 60's.

Be sure arid read the Telegraphic Market
Reports showing the price of honey today in
nearly every important city in the Union. Read
especially the Shipping Point Information.
Would it not be a shameful comparison if we
printed there the price that many Texas bee-
keep ers are being offered for their extracted
honey? We hope that no member of the Asso-
ciation is selling his honey at less than 16c
extracted basis or 18c basis for comb honey,
with a ic rise for smaller sizes. All informa-
tion we- have is that it will be much higher as
the cooler weather approaches.

us

Cool(
of comb
to pack
-for this
for comb

The Directors meel
held at San Antonio
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President. Not a si
found it possible to 1
date. Most of them
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We are greatly in nee
packed in 2/60's. Any

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISE

Rates in these columns are ten cents a line. Minim
25 cents. When sending advertisements for this departi
stated or we will not be responsible for errors.

dInton, ;exas.

REQUEEN-<Use McCarley's three band
Italian queens to requeen your colonies
with. They are guaranteed to arrive
safely and give satisfaction. Untested.

0 bah; select untested1,. $1.25. H. A.

ror p
es, E.

GOLDEN THAT ARE TRUE TO.NAME.
WC receive hundreds of testimonials an7,
nually. Write for list. One queen, $1.25;
6, $6.50; 12, 11.50; 50,$40.00; 100'
$75.0. Garden City .Apiares, san ,Tose,

San Antonio,

$5.00 A D,
GMEENS, ro
$14 lb.; Be
grow it your
free. Botani4

1,000 AGENI

y
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Iron
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FORDS run 34 miles per gallon with these returned we will extend your sub-
our 1919 carburetors. Use cheapest scription two months. The Beekeepers
gasoline or half kerosene. Start easy Item, New Braunfels, Texas.
any weather. Increased power. -styles

GOVERNMENT NEEDS 12,000 CLERKS
EVERYWHERE-Salary $1200. Experi-
ence unnecessary. Men and women de-
siring government positions write for
free particulars. J. C. Leonard (former
Civil Servicei Examiner), 1571 Kenols
Building,.Washington.

BEE SUPPLIES.
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has a price on the profit or the wholesaler who makes our trading
with him possible.

ng "Insist on 'LONE STAR HONEY!
in- ''Do not accept a substitute. 'Lone Star'
ji- Honey' is guaranteed by the strongest honey
es- producers' association in the United States.
,ct We are co-operating for your protection. Will
ell you co-operate with us?"
ar The price referred to bove is the assocla-

+In f , nT ia i +~ +Ila .- mafm1 iKl r~i

wish

While in California we visited the factory
of the Aluminum Honey Comb Co., at Pasa-
dena. We were agreeably surprised at its size
and spirit of activity and progress. More than
ever we were impressed with the wonderful
future of this great invention. Orders for

price list to the re

2/60 pound cans cased ---- 20c,
1/60 pound cans cased-20/_
6/10 pound cans cased-----21c
2/5 pound cans cased-----22c,
0/3 pound cans cased-----23c
4/2/2 pound cans cased----24c

COMB.
Per lb.

6/10 pound cans cased-.-.23c

every state ' and trom Uanaca, and Mexico.

They are no longer from beekeepers who want
a set for experimenting, but mostly they are

6 from men who have tried them already and are
now ordering in hundred and thousand lots.

) The Association will soon have these combs in
) stock again. The price is now the same whether

f 6.. b. Calif., or f. o. b. San Antonio, Texas,
) viz. 60 cents each or $6.00 for ten. We hope

14.40

CALIFPer Case
13.80
14.40
15.00

California Exchange, issues- the folkc
letter under date of Sept. 8th:

EXTRACTED HONEY.
r. It sells only to the jobber
grocer. .It allows, the jobber a
cent discount' from the above p

honey in San Antonio
-n oul sell small

year, looking to. honey as a substitute, and the
demand from that source has caused quite
some activity, in addition to the regular and

U
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use plan.
r, and pac
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In times past the beekeeper rendered his combs more
well and sold his beeswax to the first party offering o

Now, the carefal beekeeper will either ship all his
and scrapings to a modern rendering plant to be r

IT Lto Beeswax;

I >1

Write to us for prices before
wax. We will send you ship
f. o. b. Hamilton or your shi
instructions. Give quality an<
to offer when writing.
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